
 

 

FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK 

 

 

With every fleeting day of the week, our Saioneers are proving themselves, in every equitable 

manner, be it in academics, games or even the other celebrations in the school."What we want is 

to perceive in the child  a factual fortitude for the whole thing, in every field “So, it is heartening 

to witness our children maintain the dictum of our school which is truly a complete degree in 

every field and also that our students have been supporting the mission of our school since its 

origin from all aspects with their luminous  enthusiasm , never ending, captivating power and the 

passion to grow and above all, their undying wish to vehicle their prospective and capabilities; in 

every arena. This dream of ours has been so lovingly shaped to reality, only with the involvement 

and blessings of every individual linked with the school and the parents too. We are proud that 

our institution is moving towards its peak with all it’s never ending success stories.  

What superior break can we give to our dear Saioneers than a platform to unravel their thoughts 

and ideas to the world through our monthly E-Magazine? The preface of this e-magazine is just a 

small drop in the ocean of SAI that will eventually gear up their capabilities and expand their 

range of understanding. Now that the annual exams are over, we must read & write as much as 

possible. Dear SAI-O-NEERS, always believe in yourself and with hard work, determination, and a 

lot of faith, you can accomplish everything. 

We wish all our class X and XII Board examinees all the best to come out successful in their exams 

and bring glory to themselves, the School and their parents. 

I wish all our students best of luck for the new session 2014-15 

                                                                                 
Mr. Harish Sanduja                                                                                                     

Principal 
principal@saiinternationalschool.com 

        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


